
Our growing company is looking for a gas turbine. Thank you in advance for taking
a look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We look forward to
reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for gas turbine

Develop and maintain a product line library of key service metrics as they
pertain to sales such as, but not limited to, part configuration, service
intervals, available upgrades, and key comparisons between the market
engine types
Create and maintain a multi generation product plan (MGPP) by product type
Support direct customer contact at Sales or Commercial team’s direction to
introduce service products to support excellent relationships with key clients
Support and share information to and from the Market Analysis team in order
to drive internal cost down to compete with market competition
Support commercial operations for Service proposal strategy
Work closely with Sales to develop opportunities and customer working
relationships
Cooperatively working with commercial operations to develop the technical
approach that best meet customer requirements and specifications
Create and maintain the training documents relevant to the specific product
line which will be used by the business unit to on-board new personnel
Support the technical and commercial teams in customer negotiations as
required
Communicate competitor’s activities, performance, reputation, in the Service
market and on specific projects in order to adjust strategy to position for
success in both short and long term

Qualifications for gas turbine
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6+ years of experience in product -related engineering, sales and/or
marketing including minimum 3 years in a customer-facing role
Bachelor’s Degree in Engineering plus a minimum of fifteen (15) years of
directly related technical experience
Bachelor’s Degree in Engineering plus minimum of six (6) years of directly
related technical experience
Familiarity with ASME Section II, PCC, MSS-SP, and PFI Codes
Provide feedback to Sales regarding customer requirements, product
improvements, product schedule for implementation, market price levels and
customer satisfaction
Support commercial group as required with preliminary technical information
to support a customer’s development activities and subsequent sales plan for
the opportunity


